
Set up how ever many barriers (or sticks) are needed in zone for
warmup, try to keep 2-3 players in line for proper work:rest ratio.
Below are some example of types of skating drills, each player should
complete 2.5 laps to end up on far side of barrier when �nished. Can
use sticks instead of barriers, even partnering kids up and using 2 sticks
end to end.

Forwards/backwards pivot (make sure kids are starting on

opposite side of barriers so they are turning both ways)

Forwards with tight turns, touch the barrier with inside hand-

both skates on the ice, lead with stick and keep it on the ice

Step over barrier and mohawk turn �gure 8- heel to heel around

turn, open hips up. ( Open Hips - Open Feet - 10 & 2 Technique |

Ice Hockey Skill Breakdown (icehockeysystems.com)

<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/blog/skill-

breakdowns/open-hips-open-feet-10-2> )

Race to puck for 1v1 battle. Players start on whistle and must complete
full turn around any 3 tires before racing to the puck for battle. First to
touch the puck is on offense, second is defence. Play out until goal,
puck is covered, or defend obtains possession and skates puck out of
zone.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CpFkBXI11uo&feature=youtu.be
Progressions:

For less skilled players have 1 player goes at a time with no battle

Change up turns- have players pivot, mohawk, etc.

Players don't have to do full circle around tires, encouraging

more decision making and �nding quickest route to puck

Key Points

Coaches limit instruction forcing athletes to make decisions. 

Proper turning technique: two feet on the ice, leading with stick

HCF 12U Week 2- Offensive habits week 1

Theme- OZ habits (with the puck), surround/underhandle the puck, quick release and maintain possession

Free play 3 mins

Barrier Skating 5 mins

Pick 3 8 mins

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/blog/skill-breakdowns/open-hips-open-feet-10-2


Version 1 is a simple cycle. Coach or �rst player dumps the puck in then
follows it and picks it off hte boards skating towards the blue line.
Second player follows after a couple of seconds. First players drops the
puck off the boards and skates a loop towards the net. Second player
picks up the puck and passes back to the �rst player for a quick shot on
goal. 
Version 2 starts the same, but after the frist player drops the puck they
skate along boards towards blue line. At the top of the circle they
execute a tight turn towards the boards and skate back towards the
second player. Players execute a scissors exchange with teh �rst player
taking the boards side. Second player loops around and �rst players
takes puck back low. First player passes to second player in the middle
for a quick shot.

Key Points

Good chips off the boards, put the puck in a place teammates

can handle the puck

Give a good target and quick shot on goal

Don't follow too closely, allow time for space between players

The "Pocket": A slang term used to denote an area on the ice most
times referring to the slot. Getting open for a pass in the “sweet” spot in
the slot – between the hash marks. 
Version B

1 (facing boards) have to work the boards to �nd a passing

lane to   2

1 is playing  1 on the defensive side.

2 is getting in the OPEN pocket for a quick shot.

2 (Optional) to play  2 with the stick in passing lane and to

be in support if  1 makes it to the net.

This is a quick play with possible rebound. Get set up quickly so 

 can throw a puck back down boards for next chance. 5-8

reps before switching.

Version C

Make it a 3 vs 3.

Key Points

"Pocket" man moves around to �nd the area, far enough from

oposition high winger and too far for the netfront defence to go

to.

Corner forward looking over shoulder for "Pocket" man for a

quick, hard pass on the tape.

Wade's O-zone Cycle 8 mins

Find the Pocket Man 8 mins
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Players play 2v2 in con�ned area. Designate which net each team
shoots at. Focus on winning puck and underhandling to get pucks to
the net.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mOhkdUSTS1w

Key Points

Possess and protect puck

Find and attack open space

Gain defensive side position

Version 1- 2 lines players start moving, simple pass across for a quick
shot on goal. Players play it out,   trying to score and  trying to
skate the puck out. If goal, or goalie freezes puck coach dumps another
puck in for 1v1 play. Can have passer pressure shooter to force a quick
shot. Progression- instead of 1v1 coach can start 2v0 but limit players
to one pass and shot, do not encourage multiple passes to make drill
pointless for goalies.
Version 2- Add a third line with the pucks.  starts with the puck and
can pass to either line for shot on goal. Players play out 2v1 similar to
V1.

Key Points

Quick shot, not overhandling puck before shot on goal.

Players need to switch lines to accept passes on forehand and

backhand

Set one net in the standard position in the crease and a second

net between the circles, facing the blue line.

Play 3 vs 3 in the zone with a support player along each wall.

Players must pass to one of the support players on change of

possession before attempting to score. Support players can

move laterally along the wall and must pass back to the team that

passes to them.

Teams can score on either net.

Key Points

Encourage offensive creativity and deception.

Emphasize awareness, communication and puck support in

quick transitions.

Perti 2v2 8 mins

Royal Road to 1v1/2v0/2v1 8 mins
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3 vs 3 Levels 10 mins


